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ABSTRACT 
 
Due to the effects of significant and accelerated climate changes on our planet Earth 

recently, it is an absolute must to adopt and innovate in the interesting and prosperous domain 

of smart housing. In Morocco, environmental engineering usage in energy-efficient housing 

has initiated during the few decades its fulfillment of natural clean energy requirements that 

the community needs. 

Providing that the road is a long one, we aim through this capstone project to explore 

energy efficiency optimization erudition and to implement its principles through innovative 

and constraint-resilient methods and resources in a real life-engineering project consisting of 

a smart home physically located in Ifrane.  

The objectives that we aim to achieve in a 3 month life span project require initially 

an in-depth study and analysis of the energetic needs of the smart home that takes into 

consideration the geo-climatic and tempo-spatial framework that we opted for. In this frame 

of context, the three essential stages in the context of smart homes design, include the 

determination of users’ needs for the smart home interface, the finalization of the external 

design of the graphical interface, and internal design spread out of an energy system that 

complies with our initial requirement findings. Thus, the last landmark is to display the 

propositional design to our prospective habitants of the smart home to assess the usability 

testing in accordance with the generated model, and then adequately ameliorate it to their 

satisfaction. 
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1.INTRODUCTION: 

 
1.1 Context:  
 

The major scope of this study is to internally construct a smart home that is directed by 

engineering and energy solutions and is energy saving. As a result, we may consider alternative 

sources to be the ideal option for us to concentrate on as the need for energy keeps rising. 

Furthermore, we should utilize embedded technology to make the house intelligent, which will 

enable us to track and control devices and appliances and energy consumption. 

1.2 Previous work: 

In fact, it is mandatory to acknowledge that internally constructing an efficient energy 

management system for a smart house project is not a novel brand newly introduced project; 

capstone students have already undertaken it many times. Nonetheless, each capstone project 

approaches the topic from a distinct aspect. For example, a capstone project executed by student 

Maryam Elamiri may be mentioned for the sake of historically keeping track of previous 

records in close correlation with our topic, the student focused on smart sensors 

implementation, and in order for the project to fulfill the limits of Morocco's thermal laws, 

Design Builder software was deployed by her to evaluate its insulation mechanism and building 

supplies, as well as heating system during the winter period. The outcome for her simulations 

indicates that by adding insulating material to the pitching roof level, the real home may be 

sustained to minimize the amount of heat required. Additionally, there is the work of student 

El Mehdi Saidi, who developed a cost-effective insulation system for a remodeling project, 

focused on researching numerous insulation materials and alternative methods using smart 

strategies and equipment that meet the thermal regulations implemented and enforced in the 

Moroccan context. In complement to Sofia Ait Bellah's capstone project, and that's an Arduino-

based network technology for home automation that aims at enhancing interaction between the 
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proliferation of smart appliances while also strengthening the system's user privacy at the same 

time. 

1.3 Problem Statement: 

As the world population increases, so does the demand for energy, which necessitates 

a cost-effective approach. As a corollary, developing a smart house that combines efficient 

energy such as a solar system with other energy solutions will be a fascinating project to work 

upon during this specific period of time. This project should be about designing a smart house 

that is directed by energy and has a key role in achieving, and will include material structure 

assessment, conceptual design, and energy performance employing energy efficiency 

technology. 

1.4 Methodology: 

At this stage of this capstone, we are keen on tackling the aspects in which is vital to 

identify and express the detailed processes, and innovative items used in smart home 

technologies. We hope that this will bring energy advantages and resources waste reduction to 

users in tandem with other values in order to enable, promote, evaluate, and eventually achieve 

the full potential of smart house technologies to contribute to demand-side management. It is 

feasible to create product needs and user interactions to deliver a smart energy house by 

developing an internal setup that investigates how home energy management prospects might 

be fulfilled. The current basis that we established so far recognizes an efficient methodology 

for cataloging HEM smart home technology use scenarios. As per the targeted methodology, I 

opted for an intermediate analysis of the existing energy equations in the broad and enriched 

science of eco-friendly housing, and smart building design. As I got more familiar with the 

design builder software, I have decided on an extant subsisting external design of the smart 

home in question. I am also concerned with the atmospheric, tempo-spatial, humidity and 

conditional meteorological circumferences of the Ifrane region where the smart house is 
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located. Now, it is also interesting to discuss implementing an internal set up made up of 

gathering existing energy efficient items which will eventually constitute an automated home 

system which has for a goal the implementation and practical adoption of an energy-efficient 

internal building motif. While the technical side of this capstone design project seems 

challenging, I am confident that the outcome will extensively open wide explorative doors for 

the operational applicability of smart housing in an authentic Moroccan context. 

1.5 Steeple analysis: 

The steeple analysis is essential to comprehending the multi-dimensional critical 

components of this capstone project, and how they work together to reply to numerous 

concerns. 

➢   Social:  

The smart home system should provide thermal comfort conditions and improve the 

landlord's lifestyle by addressing various concerns about the passive and active areas of the 

structure. We will be eligible to include yet another study that focuses on an eco-friendly 

environment with cost-saving parameters that provides both cooling and heating systems 

while deploying highly efficient processes. 

➢   Technological:  

This project considers emerging equipment from the home drawing to the structures 

and apertures materials to the simulation utilizing a currently popular software in the field of 

energy design untitled Design Builder that will allow varied energy statistics about the house 

to be collected.  

➢ Economic: 

In the Moroccan economical frame of financing, expenditures have been recently 

invested in initiatives such as smart housing, solar power plant and a high-speed 
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transportation infrastructure and its accordingly designed railways. As a matter of fact,  

Morocco will be capable of reducing its levies when purchasing exported energy resources 

from a foreign provider thanks to its solar installation, which will open potential prospectives 

for the substantial future of the revolutionary era of smart housing in Morocco. 

➢    Environmental: 

The overall system parts of this capstone help the environment by combining clean 

and environmentally friendly power to minimize emissions of carbon dioxide and efficient 

technologies to improve the house's heat gain. In  a sense, having a project that adheres to all 

environmental standards is vital in this pivotal juncture. 

➢    Political: 

 Morocco is gradually opening up to the energy industry, which will empower 

individuals to incorporate more renewable sources of energy into their daily lives. However, 

in the case of tiny residential neighborhoods, the government should examine proposed tax 

rules and procedures to encourage more individuals to participate in such initiatives.  

➢    Legal:  

Indeed, this project is considered legal since it does not contain anything against recognized 

regulations nor any restrictions that violates Moroccan legislation; a project, on the other 

hand, is a collection of cohesive applications that improve the protection of data of residents. 

2.  LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND: 

Monitoring systems for smart homes have been around for decades, and they have 

typically focused on analyzing, optimizing, and managing the energy infrastructure. This scope 

of research offers a wide spectrum of uses, including power systems, transmission, and network 
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and data supervisory control. In fact, advanced embedded technology is being developed across 

a wide array of products and services to improve energy efficiency and demand responsiveness, 

particularly in residential settings. The setup in question is made up of several basic pieces, the 

first of which is the measuring equipment, which is used to assess the energy, water, and 

electricity in the property. The sensing device, on the other hand, works with the house's 

monitors, such as weather conditions. Finally, a console should manage the house’s 

communication technology. Moreover, smart appliances are an essential component of any 

smart home. Finally, as the integrated system that requires innovative solutions with renewable 

energy as the primary alternative for a carbon-free energy setting, the unique advantages of the 

smart home are the key component that conducts a broad assessment for all of the preceding 

sections. 

2.1.  Thermal Regulation of Construction in Morocco: 

Moroccan buildings' thermal regulation is a vital aspect in enhancing the industry's 

productivity. The legislation is primarily concerned with thermal insulation, and it is based on 

a variety of construction and fortification approaches, as well as the zoning and climate of the 

residential area. It also contains minimum energy efficiency standards for heating and cooling 

systems, and elevated, energy-efficient equipment [3].   As a result, when working on a project 

involving an electrical network, the thermal regulation must be followed at the level of 

construction materials, insulation materials, geothermal panels, home automation, and 

actuators, all of which work to improve the quality of life and thermal comfort of the home 

while lowering the operational energy billing overheads. The Moroccan Thermal Legislation 

for construction and buildings went into effect during November 2015. However, its 

implementation is still optional. It first applies solely to new structures and prioritizes the urban 

sector because rural energy use is often minimal [1]. Furthermore, a number of challenges, the 
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most significant of which is the lack of a growth strategy and suitable awareness-raising 

methods of implementation for galvanizing, impedes the effectual non-application of this 

regulatory in structures built after its appearance and participants responded, including 

governments, businesses, practitioners, and the community at large, about energy conservation 

measures in residences. In Morocco, comprehensive buildings energy simulations are 

employed to do exposure studies on the effect of structure envelope characteristics on the air - 

conditioning requirements of different structure types. In the first stage, five environmental 

zones are established, each of which covers a spectrum of particular heating and cooling 

demand configurations of a standard private residence in eleven different sites across Morocco 

[2]. 

3.  The conception of an energy efficient internal 

management system in SMART HOME 

3.1 The prospects of an Energy Management System studied from an internal perspective. 

Energy management systems often referred to as EMS are automation-based structures 

that collect efficient power data related to the location, material and parameters selected for 

smart home, and make it available to users via visuals, online tracking systems, and energy 

quality analyzers, allowing energy supplies to be managed. Over the last two decades, Energy 

Management Systems (EnMSs) have arisen as a recognized leading practice mechanism for 

ensuring long-term resource efficiency and steadily developing productivity in industry. Most 

manufacturers that have adopted an EnMS have conserved approximately twice the amount of 

energy they would have saved without one. There is a lot of debate over how to define 

categories like energy efficiency, power consumption, electricity generation, energetic 

intensity and potential performance, and so on. It does not matter too much whatever definitions 
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that are chosen. What matters is the decrease in the source of power that the business utilizes 

to the minimal level requirements to run its operations in a productive, safe, and long-term 

basis while satisfying the improving the standard of both internal and external contexts. Internal 

energy control is the procedure of implementing income set up of cost-effective organizational, 

technological, and behavioral changes with the goal of improving energy performance of the 

space in question. In other words, an energy management system is generally the process of 

paying systematic attention to energy with the goal of continuously creating and sustaining a 

foundation's energy performance. It guarantees that your company goes through the sequence 

of developing policy (especially objective assessment), implementation of the protocol, 

according to rule, and monitoring findings, tracking progress, and modifying priorities and 

procedure as needed. 

4. Design Builder as an energy efficiency simulation software: 

Usage in SMART HOME energy quantifier’s simulations/graphing 

output 

 

The software utilized in this study is Design Builder, which does energy simulations 

using modern technology. To begin, it does have a sketching section where the user may 

create a building with proposed options, and since it has a variety of models, such as the data 

management structure and energy usage utilizing EnergyPlus, preferred tailored input may be 

added Design Builder focuses mostly on the basic sequence: 
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Correspondence: the program is simple to use, conveys, and visualizes all of the information 

required for each step. 

Model: This particularity of Design Builder enables 3D drawing mock - ups or importation 

from a foreign entity with a straightforward to acquire and use interface, as well as assisting 

in the elimination of conception flaws. 

Layout: incorporates realistic elements such as natural ventilation, solar panels, phase change 

materials, and the use of insulating materials in conjunction with numerical standards. 

Proactive Design: In this portion, the program provides resource efficiency assessment 

analysis, as well as heating systems load optimization. 

Chapter 1:  Enveloppe selection, location, house design and floor 

distribution 

      I.            a.    SMART HOME location description: Meteorological 

data, tempo-spatial framework of the EMS enveloppe 

I. a. 1. The construction environment (Ifrane, Morocco), the climate zone analysis: 

The climate varies from a Mediterranean mountain type in the middle Atlas causse to a 

semi-arid type in the semi-arid in the Sais plain with strong seasonal contrasts. The average 

annual rainfall is 1122 mm in Ifrane (average snowfall period: 45 days) and 573 mm in Fes. 

The rainfall is mainly distributed from October to May. The average annual temperatures are 

10.9 in Ifrane and 17.8 in Fes. The vegetation cover is characterized by forests of cedar and 

green oak or "moors" withAdenocarps above 1500 m. Lower down, it is the domain of the 

green goat associated with the goat on basaltic basement The vegetation of the Sais plain is a 
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discontinuous mattoral with boxwood. The vegetation cover has been strongly affected by 

anthropism. In this causse, the hydrology is marked by the karst and its basaltic cover. The 

Tizguit wadi, perennial upstream, is fed by multiple sources. In the downstream of Ifrane, the 

water is lost locally, flows in the subsurface to reappear downstream, as frequently in the 

basalts of valley bottom. 

Ifrane's geographical reference is in Morocco's Atlas Mountains, with an elevation of 

1658 meters, a latitude of 33.53 degrees north, and -5.11 degrees west in longitude. Figure 1 

shows that the mean yearly temperature in the Ifrane region ranges from 15°C to 18 °C, 

implying that the city has chilly weather virtually all year. The mean annual radiation intensity 

is 532.9 kWh/m2, and the overall level of radiation is 1896.7 kWh/m2. 

Figure  1 : Umbro-Thermal typical yearly distribution diagram of the city of Ifrane 

  

Long-term and near-real-time local meteorological data are critical in the construction 

of energy-efficient, sustainable buildings. Current meteorological systems around the world 
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have been used to deliver this data to varied degrees, though typically from facilities far away 

from the intended area. The national demand is for reliable meteorological and solar energy 

data that can be used to produce preliminary project plans in a short bid timeframe, 

approximately 50 - 60 days. As a result of this climate zone dataset, the Moroccan National 

Department of Meteorological Statistics considers Ifrane to be in Zone 4, which would have a 

significant impact on the resistive and capacitive areas of the house.  

I.b. House Depiction: Enveloppe plan and design characteristics 

The house used in the capstone design project as a case study is situated in Ben Semim, in the 

Ifrane region. Figure 2 shows a 3D modeling display from an axonometric variant view 

sketched by student Maryam ElAmiri in her capstone project last Spring 2021. This smart-

building envelope is 311.75 m2 in surface, erected a ground floor basis, and two-zone floors 

under a pitched roof, and the floor layout may be described in this subsequent manner:  the The 

elementary basis of the house is the ground floor, which is an 8x14(mxm) zone with two rooms, 

a bathroom, and a seating area [4]   . The terrace and stairs are positioned outside the home, so 

there will be no heat loss at the altitude of the stairway, and the ground shall remain warm.  [4]  

Figure 2: 3D modeling displays from an axonometric variant view on Design Builder from 

the model data tab on the visualizer.  [4]  
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Figure 3: 4 variant viewpoints of the house execrated from the textured tab on Design 

Builder 

 

The house's main ground is 10.70x14.0 (mxm) in surface area, with an open zone that 

includes the house's main entry with a terrace, an open cooking area considered as kitchen, and 

an open living room. The floors on the first and second level are remarkably analogeous 

extended to each other, with a highly-askew roof and an additional balcony that measures 2 m 

towards the front. Furthermore, the top floor is 4x11 (mxm) in surface area when the existing 

rooms are taken into account, and the remainder is open to the main floor. In fact , it has two 

bathrooms in accordance to two bedrooms. We can get more solar rays because the house is 

Full House Plan 

Viewpoint 

Left Side 

Viewpoint 

Right Side 

Viewpoint 

Back Of The 

House 

Viewpoint 
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open in 4 dimensions, but we need to place more emphasis on natural ventilation output 

potential as the SMART HOME ENERGY SYSTEM operates. 

Chapter 2:  

Internal energy efficiency significant quantifiers: Computations, 
analysis, and interpretations of manual then DesignBuilder 
graphs and table outputs 

II. a.  Solar Gains 
 

This subanalysis aims towards exploring solar heat gains prospects; manual 

computation methods and optimization techniques. Then, it directly projects its focus towards 

how to use them to be able to make the energy balance in the smart home then consequently 

determine the energy needs for space heating and cooling? 

 
Solar gain is the augmentation state in heat energy in a specific dimension-determined area or 

region, expense or structure as it captivates incoming incident radiant solar capacity. 

The facades and roofing of buildings catch solar energy. Their temperature rises as a result. 

Solar radiation also enters houses through the transparent elements of the structure, such as the 

windows. Solar gain is a fairly potent form of passive warming since the heat rays are primarily 

short-wave infrared, that could penetrate through openings, and heat the house's interior 

material [5]. 

Part II. a covers intrinsically in the outset introducing the initial manual computations of solar 

gains of the SMART HOME calculated for all zones and facades of the house using the Q sol 

formula. For the sake of example setting,  

 

North facade window 1 in floor 1 was chosen as a standard projection model for the 

remaining windows 
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Q sol= f. g shade. g glass. A window. P sol (in W ). 

 

With the careful consideration of the following parameters. 

P Sol: global solar radiation on a vertical plan on the same orientation as the window. 

A window: Surface of the window. (in m² ) 

g glass: Solar factor of the glazing. g gshade: Solar factor of the solar blinds. 

g gshade: Solar factor of the solar blinds light building f= 1 heavy building f=0.85  

Considering the following data for the parameters included in the manual computation of 

 Q sol 

A window =  Surface Area of facade for window set 1 North facade second floor 

 (used the standard size of a window) 

= 36 inches (91.44cm) 

P Sol = 140 W/m^2 

g glass (single glazing) = 0.8 

g gshade (no shade)=  1 

 f= 1 (light building) 

Q SOL=  140*0.8*1*0.85=  95.2 W 
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Figure 4: Calculations of solar and light transmission using various parameters 

according to blinds and color options 

 

Table 1: Solar control glazing output options filtered according to U value and 

the solar factor g 
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II. b. Mannual Calculations of Solar Gains for each façade 

In winter, the heat losses of our buildings result, for a large part, of the heat flows, 

which cross the walls and the thermal bridges, by conduction of the hot interior towards the 

cold outside. The losses also result, sometimes in a way quite as important, of the renewal 

of air controlled by the VMC and of that which is not, because resulting from various 

parasitic leaks. In summer, part of the energy gains have the same causes, but with reversed 

air flows, from the warm exterior to the cold interior. The other contributions, which occur 

throughout the year, result from direct sunlight through the windows and, to a lesser extent, 

from the occupation of the house. The heating and cooling needs are merely the balance of 

these losses and contributions in winter and summer. 

The total energy requirement of a building depends, in addition to the heating and 

cooling needs, on the energy required for the production of hot water, lighting, and all the 

technical systems that allow the building to function and all the household appliances and 

electronics that we use. The control of summer comfort and winter comfort depends mainly 

on the temperature and humidity in the building. These parameters result from the exchange 

of heat flows inside and outside the building. When a room loses heat to the outside these 

flows are losses. On the contrary, the heat gains by the interior and the exterior are 

contributions. There are two types of contributions: The internal contributions, related to 

the needs of human activity in the building (heating, lighting, appliances, etc. ...). The 

external contributions related to the climate and the environment of the building 

     site (temperature and humidity of the outside air, altitude, urbanization of the area). 

     How can we take advantage of the assets and hazards of these inputs?  

     Our manual calculations of solar gains, then a Design-Builder simulation run on heat gains          

     would enable us to forecast the future energetic performance of the home. For this part, we 

may opt for the exact same formula used for solar gains calculations for the North Window 1 
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heat gains calculations included in the previous I. a while changing the surface area of the 

window to a much bigger one which is the full façade surface. In accordance to each cardinal 

direction to the house. Correspondingly, the manual computation results are displayed in the 

table below: 

Table 2: Mannual Calculations of Solar gains in the 4 cardinal directions 

 

Cardinal Directions  Solar Gains  (Q sol in k W) 

North 54 976.44 

East 127 330.21 

West 99 543.76 

South 324 760.09  

 

The calculation of a heat balance through solar, internal or external gains allow us to 

know with precision the quantity of energy which it will be necessary to heat and cool a room, 

the accuracy of this calculation is essential not only for the cost of the installation but also for 

its exploitation. 

The elements entered in account in this calculation are numerous, it will be necessary to know 

the nature, the exposure, the surface of the walls, the glazed walls, the ceilings, the grounds, 

these elements being multiplied by variable coefficients according to the altitude, the solar 

radiation, the geographical location. 

Other elements must be taken into account such as the natural or mechanical air 

renewal, the various thermal bridges as well as the contributions, which will weight the 

calculation for example lighting, human occupation, and household appliances. During the 

summer period, the thermal contributions from outside are not only due to the thermal 

transmission by the walls according to the DeltaT outside / inside but also by insolation (solar 
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radiation). This insolation is not taken into account for the calculation of the winter thermal 

losses because it is negligible, especially since the base temperatures used to define the DeltaT 

are temperatures recorded mainly at night (often observed at daybreak). 

For the calculation of the loads, the thermal inertia of the room plays a great role in the 

restitution of the solar flux. Two parameters translate the phenomenon of thermal inertia. The 

first of these parameters is the phase shift. The phase shift is the difference between the moment 

when there is maximum instantaneous heat transmission on a wall and the moment when this 

wall provides the maximum heat to the room. The second is the damping. The damping is the 

ratio of the energy supplied by the wall to the room on the energy due to the sunshine received 

by it. The phase shift implies that the energy restored by the wall to the room is less important 

than the one received by the latter during the sunshine. Thus, a strong inertia induces an 

important phase shift as well as an important damping. 

II. c. Solar, internal and external gains Design Builder Simulations 

output on Design builder 

Figure 5: Solar, thermal gains Design Builder output 
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The temperatures are displayed here in the top chart beginning with the inward air 

temperature, which is the controlling boundary. This may be used as the demonstrating the 

subsequent indoor and usable temperatures. While noting that the inner temperatures are best 

seen at zone level as the qualities displayed here a structure level is a normal for the entire 

structure. Furthermore, shifting our focuse to the ground floor, we can see that the arrived at 

the midpoint of employable or solace temperature is around 2 degrees C lower than the zone 

setpoint on the grounds. That chosen air temperature was set as the control boundary for the 

employable or solace temperature as it is occasionally called is a mix of the air and brilliant 

temperatures. This is a proportion of the normal saw temperature in each zone the outside 

plan winter temperature of less 4 point 8 degrees C is displayed in the blue to one side of the 

inside temperatures returning to the SMART HOME structure level. 
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Figure 6:: Detailed temperature zone in the house: Design Builder temperature 

simulation 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, we explored relevant air temperatures, radiance temperature, operative 

temperature calculated through the following formula: (0.078 x outside temperature) + 23.25 

= Interior Operative Temperature Where indoor operative temperature (°C) is moderate and 

external temperature (°C) is the monthly outside operating average ambient temperature (°C). 

dry external air temperature on a typical spring day. Consequently, we opted for shading the 

human comfort zone between 21 and 26 degrees Celsius. On a temperature scale, we indicate 

the human comfort zone. The airflow is then cooled, and the temperature at saturation is 

calculated which implicitly supports the extent temperature to which the relative humidity 

approaches 1. 
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Figure 7: January Detailed Design Builder analysis 

 

 

 

We noticed the low exterior temperature varies throughout days of the coldest month. 

As we can see in the January table and graphs, the thermal simulation ran on Design Builder 

found the the dry exterior temperature surrounding the location of the house to be varying 

between 3.55°C as a minimum and 12.20°C as a maximum, which reflects the relative heating 

needs that must be fulfilled through an enrgy-efficient system. Buildings can be designed to 

take advantage of the heating and lighting action of the sun in order to 

sun in order to reduce energy consumption. Passive techniques aim to energy by means of large 

windows, placed on the south side in northern regions, and walls that and walls that store heat. 
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Figure 8: July Detailed Design Builder analysis 

 

 

During the summer, Design Builder output indicates cooling requirements in 

accordance to preference. As the dry exterior temperature varies between 21.93°C as a 

minimum, and 33.20°C . In this house, thermal insulation reduces these heat exchanges, thus 

contributing to improving comfort, reducing the risk of reduce the risk of damage in buildings, 

and reduce energy consumption for both heating and cooling. for both heating and cooling. It 

is the systematic use, in the of components in the building envelope that do not allow much 

heat to escape. 

The synopsis tab gives us an arranged breakdown of our consistent state heat 

misfortunes and the expected limit, which incorporates the plan edge for each zone chosen and 

the absolute for the structure. It additionally shows the solace temperature accomplished in 

each zone when the air temperature is controlled to the setpoint in the movement tab once the 
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texture properties have been enhanced the warming plan outline information can then be 

utilized as the establishment for the warming plant plan in this instructional exercise It was. 

taken a gander at the unique circumstance and a portion of the feature contemplations 

supporting the heat value computations that sets the extent about the vital information 

boundaries. Lastly, we explored the heat misfortune and plant measuring results we likewise 

perceived how effectively you can attempt iterative investigation to assist with improving the 

structure's warm execution which thus empowers you to limit working expenses and outflows 

and determine more modest plant sizes with diminished capital expense. 

 

II. d. The distinction between U-Value and Solar Heat Gain 

Coefficient in computations and analysis? 

The U value of glass is a measurement of its insulating ability. This is the rate at 

which heat from hot air (rather than direct sunlight) passes through the glass. The better the 

insulation, the lower the U value. In northern cold climates or at night, low U-value glass is 

commonly utilized to maintain the heat in the house. 4mm clear float glass, for illustration, 

4mm transparent floating glass has a U value of 5.9, whereas ComfortPlusTM has a U value 

of 3.6. As a result, ComfortPlusTM is a superior insulator than 3mm transparent floating 

glass. 

The Solar Heat Gain Coefficient also referred to in abbreviation as SHGC measures 

the quantity of heat that flows through the glazing in the windows compared to significant 

sunshine. 
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Chapter 3:  Sizing Space Heating and Cooling Equipment  
 

In a smart housing context, energy demand comes off as a primordial aspect to tackle 

in terms of importunities required for achieving adeptness and effectiveness of the internal 

energy set up. In fact, the optimization of the smart home management system exteriorizes 

energy resources, consigned and overall costs maximum energy efficiency and comfort, the 

determination of the size of cooling systems is essential. In case initial expenses are 

overestimated, efficiency is diminished, energy prices rise, and comfort may be impaired 

when equipment is excessive. This is due to the fact that the equipment will run in brief 

cycles. 

III. a. Annual energy demand for hot water in the SMART HOME 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

In order to calculate annual energy demand hot water, we follow the  

E hottapwater computation method per year in the SMART HOME SYSTEM 

Using the global energy required for calculating hot tap water needs fulfillment, we proceed 

first and foremost with calculating the power exigency that is associated with it. 

E hottapwater = 365 ρ. V C p (T hot — T cold)/3600 [Wh] 

 

ρ = density of water (1000 kg /m}) 

V= daily average volume of water in [mᶟ] 

Cp = specific heat of water (4187 J/kgK) 

T hot = Temperature of warm water ([°C] or [K]) 

T cold = Temperature of cold water ([°C] or [K]) 

It is considered that the average volume of water ideally consumed to be 300 gallons of water 

per day which implies V= 1.13562 mᶟ 
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P hottapwater = 365 . 997 kg/m³. 1.13562. 4187. ( 40°C — 18°C )/3600 [Wh] 

= 1057028.31 Wh per year 

III.b  Heating plan computations for measuring warming framework in the 

SMART HOME MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: 

At this stage of this capstone project, I attempted to project manual Excel equations 

provided by an office-building template for an energy-efficient total evaluation. These Excel 

equations utilize exported detailed sheets of the hourly input data through total sun radiation, 

diffuse sun radiation, presence of residents, and also the lighting and appliances used from 

the very first hour of the year until the last one for a global full-time scale of energy analysis.  

The template used in this excel computation has added to the hourly data the building input 

measurements such as the total faced area for each of the cardinal directions, window 

percentages, alfai (convection/radiation coefficient indoor), alfao (convection/radiation 

coefficient indoor).   

Table 3: Excel annual calculations results of energy demands and nominal powers  
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We notice that the excel calculations, manual computations and design Builder 

end results of the heating and cooling demand are highly similar with a percentage error 

of 2.5% which is quite insignificant on global scale of comparison 

We mean to present the warming plan estimation in DesignBuilder, which empowers 

us to decide the size of the warming plant expected to meet plan winter conditions. The covered 

points in this part tackle: The setting supporting the warming plan computation, the key 

boundaries engaged with setting up the estimation, lastly a survey of the computation results 

when making changes to the structure plan. We aim to decide the size of the warming plant 

expected to meet plan winter conditions. This can likewise be a truly valuable methodology in 

the examination of building execution through heat and gains from individual texture 

components or for each zone in our model. This implies that we can rapidly check the effect of 

changing angles, for example, protection levels to assist us with repeating to the ideal plan 

arrangement giving quantitative information to help our brilliant house model. 

The plan edge is set to 1.2 which implies our heat sizing will be founded on the determined 

heat in addition to 20% to cook for any extra warming limit required while the warming. This 

framework has been turned off for broadened periods for instance for the time being or over 

the course of the end of the week it successfully diminishes the preheat time expected to 

accomplish solace set focuses at configuration winter conditions. 
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III. c. Heat balance chart breakdown 

Figure 9: The Heat balance chart from the Heating plan estimations for 

measuring warming framework 

 

   

The heat balance chart gives a breakdown of the internal gains and heat losses in 

kilowatts for the entire structure to the left. We have the heat errors totaled for every one of 

the texture parts, for example, coating at 17.86 k W, and dividers at 3.35 k W. The 

penetration and ventilation errors at 27.37 kW and 39.5 k W individually keeping trqck of the 

possible simulations excluding invasion and ventilation where they are pertinent to the 

extreme right, we have the complete heat contribution of 19.56 k W expected from our 

warming plan to meet the heat misfortunes at plan ideal condition. 
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Figure 10: Thermal Confort Output Graphs 

 

 

III. d.  Modifying the SMART HOME construction parameters to 

optimize thermal performance of the first and second floors 

We made some fairly significant changes in order to quantify the benefits in terms of 

improved thermal performance going back to the construction options by loading the best 

practice medium-weight template which will load higher performance constructions such as 

the roof on walls and immediately you can see that the default infiltration rate has reduced 

from naught point seven to nine point three air changes per hour. 

The openings unload the triple-glazed loi glazing template and now rerun the heating 

design calculation. a particular interest in say analyzing the type and thickness of the wall 

insulation to achieve the optimum cost-benefit balance reviewing the graphs we can see some 

marked changes in the results the losses from the glazing and the walls have reduced by 
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around a third and a quarter respectively to eleven point one and two point four seven 

kilowatts and the infiltration losses have reduced by more than half to eleven point seven 

three kilowatts the ventilation load remains constant as this is set to minimum fresh air per 

person so is dictated by occupancy density and the specified minimum fresh air rate the total 

impact of these changes is that the building heat loss has reduced by around a quarter to sixty 

seven kilowatts this will clearly reduce the heating energy consumption and associated 

operating costs and co2 emissions from our building but will also reduce the size and initial 

capital cost of the heating plant required to maintain comfort conditions the summary tab 

provides us with a tabulated breakdown of our steady state heat losses and the required 

emitter capacity which includes the design margin for each zone unblocked and the total for 

the building it also shows the comfort temperature achieved in each zone when the air 

temperature is controlled to the setpoint in the activity tab once the fabric properties have 

been optimized the heating design summary data can then be used as the foundation for the 

heating plant design. 

Chapter 4: Electrical, thermal simulations on Design Builder 
 

IV. a. Electrical Demand in the SMART HOME SYSTEM 

Between economic concern and ecological interest, it is imperative to know the 

consumption of the various devices (on and on standby) of daily life, to directly identify the 

devices which consume too much, the bad use of a device which is often a source of waste, 

the electricity that is used when residents are not at home. Consumption per appliance varies 

greatly from one dwelling to another, so average consumption is often very far from what is 

actually consumed. This is why seeing your own consumption directly and the distribution by 

use seems essential to optimize your consumption in the long term. Today, it has become 

simple and accessible thanks to artificial intelligence, which makes it possible to recognize 

the consumption of the different types of appliance in a smart home. 
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Household appliances such as dishwashers, washing machines or dryers were initially 

very energy-intensive, but the appearance of energy classes has made it possible to classify 

them according to their energy consumption, which will therefore vary widely from one 

device to another. 

The use and maintenance will also have a huge impact on the consumption and cost of 

these devices. For example, a washing machine at 90°C consumes 3 times more energy than 

with washes at 30°C, and a scaled-up appliance can greatly reduce the energy efficiency of 

the appliance. These are the averages given by most electricity suppliers to estimate 

consumption per appliance. Even with a connected meter, it is impossible to obtain the 

consumption per device without an additional sensor or a dedicated device. We therefore find 

in most supplier access only consumption averages per device, according to its typical 

consumption profile and not its own consumption. 

Electrical demand calculations 

E electrical = (P elec;vent . h vent) +P light. A floor. h lighting 

+Σ P appliances * A floor . h appliances [Wh] 

V. b. Electrical demand of ventilators 

Energy efficiency (energy performance): is evaluation of the energy quality of 

buildings by comparing calculated energy ratings against standard energy ratings by 

contrasting estimated energy appraisals with comparative qualities) or by looking at 

financially reasonable energy assessments from identical new or repaired structures (for 

example with mean estimated energy appraisals from structures with practically identical 

sorts of use) 

Conditioning: warming, cooling, ventilation, humidification, dehumidification, and 

homegrown heated water conveyance all add to the making of indicated conditions in 

regions.  
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Adapted space: a space or fenced in area that is warmed as well as cooled to a 

characterized set-point temperature and additionally humidified or potentially enlightened or 

potentially ventilated. homegrown boiling water zone: a space or walled in area that is 

warmed as well as vented to a make a utilitarian temperature and additionally dampness 

control or potentially enlightened or potentially ventilated. For working out energy adjusts, 

the essential unit of the room is the meter. The expression "adjusted region" alludes to an area 

that incorporates every last bit of data in question. Those components of a construction that 

are supplied by the same material's technological system. 

VI. c.Calculation of ventilation and air heating  

VII. d. Thermal losses correlated estimation 

For the purpose of calculating the energy needed for heating of a zone, this capstone 

project provides characteristic values by which to take into account ventilation heat sinks and 

uncontrolled heat gains due to residential ventilation and air heating systems. The document 

provides information enabling calculation of the following thermal losses and auxiliary 

energy in respect of  control and emission of heat to the heated space, Qrv,ce and Wrv,ce,  

distribution, Qrv,d and Wrv,d,  storage, Qrv,s and Wrv,s, as well as  heat generation, Qrv,g 

and Wrv,g, of residential ventilation systems and air heating systems for use in balance 

calculations. This document describes further the methods of determining the heat losses 

Qrv,g,  heat generator output Qrv,outg,  heat input Qrv,ren due to heat recovered from extract 

air, and the  auxiliary energy use Wrv,g, in connection with heat generation, as required for 

calculating the delivered energy and primary energy used by residential ventilation and air 

heating systems. 

In relation to heat production, we are bound to calculate the supplied energy and cost 

of energy utilized by residential ventilation and air water heaters. Figure 11 shows a general 

description of calculation, and shows the energy flows connected with a ventilation system. 
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Figure 11: GENERAL BRIEFING OF CALCULATIONS 

 
P elec:vent= V. ∆p/n 

E elec;vent = P elec:vent . 1 [Wh] 

E elec;vent = Electrical demand of ventilator for one hour [Wh] 

V: air volume flow rate [mᶟ/s] 

∆p: pressure drop through ventilator (200 — 800 Pa) 

Ventilator 

quick estimation for annual electrical demand: hyeny = 70% of one year ~ 6132h 

P elec:vent= V. ∆p/n 

IV.e.    Electrical bulb recommendation 
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The overall capacity of a 25-amp, 110-volt branch circuit is 2,750 watts (20 amps x 

120 volts)  as  the typical ideal suggestion is for the demand to be no over than 82% of the 

capacity, the 25-amp circuit has a reasonable capacity of 2000 watts. To avoid circuit 

congestions, the power utilization of all light switches and plug-in appliances on this circuit 

should not exceed 1,920 watts. 

Climate and Average Weather Year Round in Ifrane Morocco 

In Ifrane, the summers are brief in period, hot, dry, and often precipitation free, and 

the winters are significant in period, quite cold, snowy, and slighly cloudy. Throughout the 

consecutive months of summer, the temperature may differ on average from 30°F to 85°F and 

is seldom below 24°F or exceeding 87°F. 

Average Temperature in Ifrane January, with an average low of 28°F and high of 47°F. 

The hot season lasts for 2.8 months, from June 22 to September 10, with an estimated 

mean daily high temperature above 73°F. The hottest month of the year in Ifrane is July, with 

an mean temperature of 81°F and low of 52°F. 

The cold season lasts for 4.3 months, from November 17 to March 17, with an 

average daily high temperature below 54°F. The coldest month of the year in Ifrane is 

January, with an average low of 27°F and high of 50°F. 

IV.f.    Lighting and daylight control analysis 

This part of the capstone project directly implements a lighting simulation on the design 

builder while introducing the key elements of the lighting analysis options provided by the 

software once the lighting tab parameters are altered to satisfaction. The topics covered at this 

stage include but are not limited to: 

• The lighting template selection and key data inputs 
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• Day lighting controls  

• Using two-day lighting sensors in one zone. 

The data entered in the lightning parameters tab governs the lighting performance  

and associated energy consumption but can also have a significant impact on internal heat 

gains. 

The lighting provides the highest solar gains by a margin as the default residential 

building template on design builder has a relatively high energy consumption of 5 watts per 

meter squared per which will be multiplied by the target illuminance for the zone so for 

example where our offices have a target illuminance of 500 set by the activity template under 

the lighting header here this will result in a lighting energy consumption of five times the watts 

per meter squared per hundred lux value or 25 watts per meter squared in this 

Figure 12: Daylight Control Simulation Output On Design Builder 
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IV.g.    Lightning Mapping  

 The daylight mapping shows the natural lighting distribution available on a horizontal 

plane for the entire block for a selected sky type. The illuminance levels are displayed in Lux 

and %. The selection of the areas to be included can be made using the drop-down list of 

workplanes, which contains a list of all work planes used in the model. A range can be included 

to specify a tolerance for the selection of areas. The scale was redefined from the results of the 

whole building, the whole block, the area or you can specify manually the low and high scale 

limits. In this case you can select specific colors for the off-scale areas.  
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Conclusions: 

By adjusting the operation of technical equipment (heating, ventilation, natural and 

artificial lighting, and so on) to demands, an interior energy efficient management system 

maximizes convenience and increases energy efficiency. Regulation automatically maintains 

a physical quantity (temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.) subject to variations at a desired 

value. To provide it, it considers the current value, matches it to the set point, and adjusts the 

control parameters (such as the temperature) to close the gap. This capstone project directs its 

focus towards simulating using Design Builder several energy efficiency quantifiers such as: 

Solar gains, ventilation, heating and cooling, electrical demand and eventually daylight data 

control. The results of this work indicates the easiness to energy simulation, and hence adopt 

optimization techniques in a smart environment present in a house located in the Ifrane 

region. Its envelope was insulated material that favorites benefiting from solar gains for 

heating, and exterior dry temperature for cooling. To increase energy savings in the home, 

primordially, one must always be aware of the consumption of the consumption of the 

household at a precise moment, whether it is day, month or year. That is why most of this 

capstone project is based on manual, Excel and Design Builder calculations then 

corresponding comparisons. 
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